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Abstract

JNC (and PNC) had developed the adjusted nuclear cross-section library in which the

results of the JUPITER experiments were reflected . Using this adjusted library, the

distinct improvement of the accuracy in nuclear design of FBR cores had been achieved. As

a recent research, JNC develops a database of other integral data in addition to the

JUPITER experiments, aiming at further improvement for accuracy and reliability.

In 1991, the adjusted library based on JENDL-2, JFS-3-J2(ADJ91R), was developed,

and it has been used on the design research for FBR. As an evaluated nuclear library,

however, JENDL-3.2 is recently used. Therefore, the authors developed an adjusted library

based on JENDL-3.2 which is called JFS-3-J3.2(ADJ98). It is known that the adjusted

library based on JENDL-2 overestimated the sodium void reactivity worth by 10 - 20%. It

is expected that the adjusted library based on JENDL-3.2 solve the problem. The adjusted

library JFS-3-J3.2(ADJ98) was produced with the same method as the adjusted library

JFS-3-J2(ADJ91R) and was used more integral parameters of JUPITER experiments than

the adjusted library JFS-3-J2(ADJ91R).

This report also describes the design accuracy estimation on a 600MWe class FBR

with the adjusted library JFS-3-J3.2(ADJ98). Its main nuclear design parameters

(multiplication factor, burn-up reactivity loss, breeding ratio, etc.) except the sodium void

reactivity worth which are calculated with the adjusted library JFS-3-J3.2(ADJ98) are

almost the same as those predicted with JFS-3-J2(ADJ91R). As for the sodium void

reactivity, the adjusted library JFS-3-J3.2(ADJ98) estimates about 4% smaller than the

JFS-3-J2(ADJ91R) because of the change of the basic nuclear library from JENDL-2 to

JENDL-3.2.
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